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The figures in the margin indicate full marks for the questions.

Answer four questions, taking one from each Unit

UNIT-I
1. a) What do you mean by notice? What are its kinds? Discuss the

situations when the court shall presume the constructive notice of a
fact.

b) What do you understand by the term attestation? Discuss its
ingredients. Also, explain the concept of amnio attestendi.

12.5x2=25

2. a) “Spes Successionis cannot be transferred”. Discuss the above concept
with the help of relevant provisions and decided cases. Also, compare
it with section 43 of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882.

b) What is meant by actionable claim? Explain.

15

10
UNIT-II

3. a) What do you mean by the rule against perpetuity? Discuss the law
relating to rule against perpetuity.

b) Distinguish between vested and contingent interest.

15

10

4. a) Explain the law relating to doctrine of election as provided under the
Transfer of Property Act, 1882.

b) “Doctrine of Part Performance can be used as shield not as sword”.
Explain.

15

10

UNIT-III
5. a) Define gift. Discuss its ingredients. Can a gift be accepted by a

guardian on behalf of a donee? Explain.

b) Discuss the rights and duties of a buyer before sale. Also, distinguish
between a sale and gift.

12.5x2=25

6. a) Define mortgage. Discuss its ingredients. Also highlight the
characteristics of simple mortgage.

b) “Once a mortgage is always a mortgage”. Explain

15

10
UNIT-IV

7. What do you mean by a valid lease. Discuss its essentials. How a lease can
be determined? Discuss. Also, distinguish between lease and license.

25

8. a) Define license. Discuss its ingredients. How a license is different from
an easement.

b) What are the various kinds of easements? Discuss. Distinguish
between apparent and non-apparent easement.

15

10
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